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Abstract

I.he center of mass). If we have k fingers contact.ing the object., then
the net. force on the object is the sum oft.he forces due to each finger.
The grasp map, G, is the map between finger forces and the result.ant.
object force. We represent. t.his map as 6x11 mat.rix, where where 11 is
t.l1e number of contact forces generated by the fingers. If f~ represents
the forces and torques exert.eel on the object. in the palm reference frame
and le, is the force exerted by the 11 h finger in t.l1a.t. same frame, then

Many algorithms have been proposed in the lit~rnt.ure for cont.ml of
multi-fingered robot hands. This paper compares Ute performance of
several of these algorithms, as well as some extensions of more conventional manipulator control laws, in the case of planar grasping. A brief
int.roduction t.o t.he subject of robot hands and the not.at.ion used in this
paper is included.
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Introduction
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(15)).
There are several articulated hands that have been developed to
study problems in grasping and manipulation ((20), [8), (18)). !\Jany
of these hands, such as the MIT /Utah hand (8) and the St.anford/JPL
hand ((20), (24)) are quit.e complex and require sophisticated computer
architectures t.o cont.rol them ((21], (3)). Unfort.unately, this combinat.ion
makes the implementation of proposed cont.rol algorithms correspondingly complex. Others, such as t.he NYU hand [SJ, use st.epper mot.ors as
joint actuators and make control schemes which command joint t.orques
more difficult. to implement. As a result of these obstacles, few experimental results of the a.lgorit.hms proposed by researchers are available.
To provide a facility for experimental verification of control algorithms we have built a very simple two-fingered planar hand. Due t.o
the simplicity of its design, the implementation of a control algorithm is
simplified and the performance of the hand can be studied more quickly
and easily. Additionally, an intuitive understanding of the structure of
a control law can oft.en be reached.
This paper compares t.ltc performance of several control schemes
implemented on this hand. In order to allow the control laws to be used
in more complicated environments, we present. the algorithms for t.he
general case of a many-fingered hand operating in three cliq1ensions and
simplify to the planar case only when necessary.
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We are interest.eel in using kinematic mechanisms as Uw fingers
of our hand. For eRch finger i we a5sociat.e a forward kin<'matic nmp
K; : Rm, -+ R6 which takes a joint position to an end effector position.
Taking t.he deriva.t.ive of this map about. a point., 0;, and sf.acking I.he
resulting Jacobians for each finger, we get. the Jacobian of t.llf' forward
kinematic map for t.he hand, .h, and

i:c

= h(IJ)O

(3)

Again we can apply t.he principle of virtual work to rPl;it.e the fo1"<·es ;it
the contact. points, /" to the individual joint. torques, r E R"'• x R"" x

... x

nm1r,

T
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Hand dynamics

The dynamics of a robot. manipulator, and in pRrf.in1la.r a single finger
of a. hand, can be represent.ed as a different.ial eq1111t.ion with respect. to
the joint angles, oi'

M;(IJ;)O;

+ C;(IJ;, O;)Oi + N;(IJ;, O;) = T;

-

Jt /c,

(5)

where Af;(O;) E Rn,x», is the synunet.ric moment. of inerf.ia matrix for
t.l1e ;th finger'. C;(O;, O;)O; E R"• is a vector of coriolis and centrifugal
terms, N;(O;, O;) ER"• is a vect.or of gravity and friction forces and r E
R,,, is the vect.or of applied joint. torques. The final I.nm in eqnAfion !j
is the torque due to the forr<' applit>d af the fingNt.ip. It. is the addit.ion
of this t.erm that causes coupling between the fingers (due to the objcd
being grnspe.cl). We also note that with proper definit.ion of C;(O;. O;)
the nm.t.rix Al; - 2C; is skew-symmet.ric (see [7) or [l 7)).
Stacking the equations for a.II the fingers in t.he hand we can writ.e
the hA11cl dynamics as

Grasp dynamics

This sect.ion provides a brief int.rodnct.ion to grnsping And t.he not.at ions
used in this paper. For a more complete discussion of the kinematics of
grasping see [9). The dynamics outlined here were developed in (12) and
[4] and can also be found in (14].

2.1

[

The gra5p map is a function of the position and orient.at.ion of the object.
as well as that of the fingertips.
The null space oft.he gra.5p map corresponds t.o finger forn•s which
cause no net. force to be exerted on the object.. \'Ve call t.he forces on
U1e object. resulting from finger forces which lie in the null spRce of G,
denot.ed N(G), internal or 11111/ forces. It. is these int.ernal forces which
allow us t.o grip an object..
The velocity of the cont.act. points can b., related to t.l1e wlodt.y
of the object using the principle of virtual work. If,., and ,\'0 represent. t.l1e positions of the fingertips and object., respectively, then it. is
straightforward to show

Multifingered robot hands can be used to increa.•e I.be fine motion capa~
bilities of a robot manipulator. Like a human hand, a rohot hand can
accurat.ely perform small manipulat.ions of a wide variet.y of object.s.
A great deal of research has focused on the kinemat.k issues of hands
and the generation of stable grasps (see for example (20), (10) and (16)).
More recently the problem of grnerating feedback cout.rol laws for coordinated manipulation of an object being grasped by a robot. hand has
been considered ((1), (12), (4)). A related area of interest. is the control
of multiple robots performing a single coordinated t.a~k((26), (6), (23),
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Hand kinematics

A contact between a finger and an object is described by a mapping
between forces exert.ed by the finger at the point of cont.ad. and t.he
resultant force and torque at some reference point. on the object. (say

Al(O)O + C(0,0)0

+ N(0,0) =

T -

f[ /,

(6)

The dynamics of I.he ohject lll'l' governed by t.he Newlon-Euln eq1rnt.io11s. Expressed in the base (inertia.I) frame, t.hese equations can be
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writ.ten in terms of the object position, z 0 and angular velocit.y, w 0 ,
with respect to the center of mass

Condit.ion 2 is important. not only because we do not wish t.o lose om
grip on t.he object, but also because we a.'!S11111ed in our derivat.ion of the
grasp dynamics that. cont.act. was 111aint.ained. \Vit.hout. this const.rainl.
we would have to specify the dynamics of cont.act..
lfwe choose a grasp properly it. rn.n l>I' shown that. giv<'n an arbit.rary
set. of finger forces, J,, we can find an internal force, fN E .V(G), such
that. t.he combined force J, + f N is inside the fr id.ion cone ['!). Thus,
given a force generated t.o solve the I.racking prohlem, we can always acid
a force to this such that condition 2 is satisfied. Since internal forres
cause no net. mot.ion of t.he hand or object, t.l1is acldit.ional force dot's
not. affect. the net force exert.eel by the fingers on the object.. We shall
a.'3sume in t.he sequel that. such an internal force is available at all times.
Section 3.6 discusses the choice oft.his force in more det.ail.
To satisfy the I.racking problem, we will examine several different.
algorithm,,. Each oft.he algorithm'> makes different. a.'!Sumpt.ions about.
the grMp dynamics and all of I.hem assume I.hat arbit.rary internal and
external forces can be generated by t.he fingers on t.he object..

where m 0 / E n3 x 3 is the object. mass matrix, and h E R1x 3 is the
object inertia matrix. Note that the inertia mat.rix is a fund.ion of
object. orient.ation and be writ.I.en as lb= R 0 l 0 R; wlwre R 0 E S0(3) is
the rotation matrix bet.ween the base coordinate frame and a coordinate
frame affixed to the object.
Letting M 0 represent. the combined mass aml inert.ia mat.rix, X 0
represent the position and orientation of the object and F0 represent
the forces and torques applied to the object at its center of mruss, we
can write equation 7 more simply as
M 0 X0

+C

0

(X 0 ,

X0 )X 0

= F = Gf, + f,
0

(8)

where the second equalit.y follows from equation I and J, is clue to
external forces applied to the object (such as gravity). Once again if we
define C 0 carefully it. can be shown that Jl.°10 - 2C0 is skew-symmet.ric.
Equations 6 and 8 represent. the dynamics of a hand grasping an
object. The only additional equation needed is the specification of the
contact force, J.. In general this force depends on the characterist.ics
of t.he fingertip and the compliances of the hand and object.. For our
purposes we will assume that all bodies are rigid and t.l1e contacts are
never broken. In this case the fingertips are const.rained t.o move at. t.he
same speed as the contact points on the object. This constraint can be
written as
(9)

3.2

We are given the desired joint. t.raject.ory, lid, and it.s acceleration.
+ fi(GT J/; 1 ),Yd, which is calculat.t-d using I.he inverse
kinematic map between t.he object. local.ion and the joint. posit.ions. In
general I.his map is not. unique, but. oft.en it. is not. hard t.o choose bet.we<'n
solnt.ions. For example, of the fonr possible solutions for a two-fingered
hand in t.he plane, only one is usually feasible since the ot.lwr solutions
intersect. the object..
To cont.rol each individual joint we use a computed t.orque cont.rol
law ([2), [13)).

Od =GT J;;'.fd

where Jhil is the vector of fingertip velocities and GT ,t0 is the velocit.y
of the contact points on the object.
As shown in [14), equations 6, 8 and 9 can be combined t.o yield
Ah(X0 ),f0

+ Ch(X X )i + Nh(X ,Y = GJ/;T r - f,
0 ,

0

0 ,

0

0)

Individual joint control

The first algorithm we will study is hased on t.he idea that. we can specify
the t.raject.ory of the object by transforming that. trajed.ory into the
space of the joint variables and t.11en controlling I.he fingers individnally.
In using t.l1is approach we int.ent.ionally neglect. the dynamirs of t.he
object and concern ourselves only with the finger dynamics. Thns. we
model the system as
(12)
M(O) + N(O,il) = T

(10)

where

(13)

M0

+ GJ/;T M(O)J/; 1 GT

c.

+ GJ;;T ( C(9,il)J;;'cT + M(9)~(J,;'cT))

where f\.v and f(p are positive definit.e mat.rices and
error dynamics become

t9

= 9d -

GJ;;T N(O,B)

(14)

and Mh - 2Ch is skew-symmetric. This is t.lw clesrript.ion of the hand
dynamics in object coordinat.es. We have assumed here that the finger
coordinates, 9, are derivable from the object position, X.-this holds
for point contact models, but can fail for rolling contacts in three dimensions. See [4) for a more thorough discussion.
In t.he case of planar gra.~ping t.he objed. dynamics are somewhat.
simplified since the object is only allowed to rot.ate about. the axis perpendicular to the plane of motion. If we represent the position and
orient.ation of I.he object as (z, y,,P) and the inertia of the object as
10 ER we have
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We ran now choose /Iv and l\p so I.hat. t.he error dynamic< art> exponentially st.a.hi••, i.e. z---> Zd.
'\\'e must. also add a null force term t.o grip I.he object.. Since t.he null
force term does not. cause any mot.ion in t.he ohj<'cl., it. does not. affect
the dynamics oft.he links and our I.racking st.ability remains unchang<'d.
If we are given a null force t.erm JN, t.l1t>n we can apply t.l1is forrt> by
adding a joint. torque of J[ fN (the null force applied at. t.l1e finger t.ips.
reflect.eel back t.o t.he joints). The final cont.rol la.w is then

r = lll(O)(od +lives+ 1\res)

3.3

(11.)

(15)

Force transformation

(Hi)

This gives us t.he desired forces (and t.orqne) to be applied t.o t.h<' center of mass of the objed.. We can find I.he forces t.hat. would havt> f.o
be applied at. the fingertips t.o get such an object force by p1·emult.iplying by G+ = GT(GGT)- 1 , a. pseudo-inverse of G. This t.ransfon11s
ohject forces t.o finger forces having minimum norm (i.e., zero internal
force com1>on<'nt). Similarly, we can transform the finger forces to joint
torques by premult.iplying by J'[. Thus to generat.t> an object. force as
in equation 16 we apply torque

Control Algorithms for Grasping

3.1

+ N(9,0) + J[ fN

If we had only the object. dynamics to consider (equation 8), we could
use a computed torque control law in ohject. coordinat.es having t.he form

and hence C 0 = O. Furthermore, in three dimensions a paramet.erizat.ion
of S0(3) (the space of rigid body rotations) must be seled.ecl and t.l1is
can acid some complexity to the dynamics. Since there is only one axis
of rot.at.ion in the planar case, the representation of the orientation of
the object is particularly simple.

3

0. Our

The grasping control problem

Position control of a multi-fingered hand can be broken into two parts
1. tracking - the center of mass of the object should follow a specified
trajectory.

T

=

J[ G+ Mo (,td + l\.,e" +[(per)

( 11)

This algorithm t.akt>s more ca.lrnlat.ion than the joint. ront.rol algorithm since typically we must cakulat.e the posit.ion of the object. given

2. holding - the finger forces should lie within I.he friction cone for
each finger at all times.
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the joint angles before we can apply the control law. This calculation
requires sine and cosine calculations (for the fingert.ip locations) and an
arctangent operation (for the orient.ation of t.l1e object.). Once the control law is calculated we must multiply by M(il)Jj; 1 GT which requires
at most n 2 multiplications (M(il)Jj; 1 GT is nol block diagonal).
To speed up the overall control sample rate we can break t.he calculation into two pieces. The update loop calculates Jlf(il)Jj; 1 GT and
JhfN while the cont.rol loop carries out the matrix mult.iplicat.ions and
additions. If the trajectory that the object is following is changing
slowly, then we find empirically I.hat we can run the update loop more
slowly and speed up the control loop.

3.4

Generalized Computed Torque

Since the hand dynamics in equation 10 have the same basic form as
the dynamics of a simple manipulator, it. is st.might.forward to ext.end
manipulator control laws into hand control laws. If we use t.he computed
torque paradigm with equation 10 we get

r = f{a+ [Mh

(Jd + Kvex + Kpex) +Ch,\'.+ Nh] + f{ fN

Figure 1: Top view of St.yx

(18)

Link lengths

This gives an error equation in object coordinates of

Mh(ex

+ Kvex + Kper)

=0

Fingertip radius
Base separation
Link mass

(19)

and away from singularities of Jh, our dynamics a.re governed by

ex

+ Kvex + Krex = 0

(20)

Motor mass
Motor inertia
Fingertip mass

4

(21)

llf1

Experimental comparison of algorithms

The algorithms presented in the previous chapter have been implemented on a multi-fingered hand known as Styx. Styx is a planar
two-fingered hand built at. the University of California, Berkeley to tPst
different. multi-fingered hand control algorithm•. A labeled diagram of
Styx is shown in figure 1; the parameter values ran be found in table 1.
The mot.ors used in Styx are direct drive DC mot.ors mounted at.
the base of each joint. and are driven with a pulse width modulated
20 kHz square wave. Since t.he second motor is mo1111t.!'d at. th" end
of the first joint, the dynamics of the first joint. are relatively independent of the configuration of the robot. (i.e., 111(0) can be co11side1-.•d to
constant.). Each motor contains a quadrature encoder which is used l.o
sense position. The resolution of this encoder is 500 lines/rernl11tion.
whirh generates 2000 edges (or counts) per 360 degree rotation.
Styx is connect.eel to an IDM PC/ AT running at 8.0 l\IHz wit.h an
8087 floating point coprocessor. The mot.ors and encoders are interfaced to I.he AT using a set. of four HP IICTL-1000 motion control chips
interfaced to I.he AT bus. The HCTL chips generate a pulse width modnlat.ed signal which is fed t.o an amplifier. The quadrature signal from
t.he position encoders is connected dirert.ly t.o the chip inputs. Although
the IICTL-1000 is capable of on-chip posit.ion and velocit.y control of
a motor, this feature was not used in the experiments present.ed here.
All control algorithms were implemented on the 1131\1 PC/ AT 11Ri11g t.he
IICTL-1000 solely as an int.erface to the mot.ors.
The soft.ware t.o drive Styx is composed of an assembly language
scheduler which controls the sample rate of the inner (ront.rol) and 011t.er
(update) loops. The algorithms them•elves are writ.t.en in tlw C' programming language and compiled using I.he Microsoft 5.1 Opt.imizing

T= J[G+ [Mh (,ro+~e) + ch(t+~e) + Nh + Kpe + Kve] + f{ !N
(22)
where ~ > 0 and Kr, Kv are positive definite.
The complexity of these algorithms is roughly the same as the computed torque control law.

Choosing the grasp force,

J1

advantage of this approach is that. Jf JN ran be calculated at t.l1e same
rate as h-s11Ving computat.ion time.
One difficulty is t.liat. in a real-world hand the maximum motor
torques that can be generated are finite. Thus, we are not. guaranteed
that. we can apply an fN which causes fc +JN to lie in the frid.ion COii<'
without. saturating the motors. Another issue is the effect. of the null
force term in the presenc<> of errors. If a large internal force t.erm is
used and, due t.o sensor or ad.uator errors, it. does not. ad.ually lie in the
null space of the gra.'lp matrix, the resulting force can cause positioning
errors and in the extreme case, instability.

where Kr and Kv a.re again posit.ive definite gain mat.rices.
Stiffness control is a slight extension of natural cont.rol that has
been shown to have exponent.ially stable error dynamics. Forms of t.l1is
control law with proofs of stability can be found in [19) and [22]. The
control law presented here is a slight generalization of the laws proposed
by others, but similar forms can be found in the literature [25). The
generalization leads to a more complicated proof of stability but allows
more control over the resulting stiffness. We use the control law

3.6

1112

15.24 Clll
12.16, 12.!)5 Clll
1.91 rm
20.32 rm
53 g
17, 20 g
328 g
18 g cm 2
1.74 g rm 2
3g

Table 1: P11rameter values for Styx

Natural and Stiffness Controllers

[Mhxd + chxd + Nh + K.ex + Kr<'x] + J{ fN

b
m1i, m21

h

Natural control was proposed by Koditschek in 1984 [11) as an alternative to computed torque which did not rely on exact. cancellation of
nonlinear dynamics. It relies on the skew-symmetric property of the
robot dynamics, o:T ( M - 2c)o: = 0 for all o: E Rn. It is an extension
of the simpler PD control law and it can be shown to be asymptotically
stable for the tracking control problem. The natural control law has the
form

r = J[a+

1·1

m 12 • 1n22

The computational resources required to implement. this algorithm are
considerable. Not only must we calculate the inertia mat.rix, but. we
have to cancel all the nonlinear t.erms. These nonlinear terms cont.ain
many trigonometric cakulat.ions bnl. they can be minimized by the use
of carefully constructed lookup I.ables. This algorithm was originally
proposed for multi-fingered hands in [12) and has been extended t.o the
case of rolling contacts in [4).

3.5

111, /21
112, 122

fN

All of the algorithms have relied on t.he choice of a grasping force, fN E
Jlf(G) which maintains cont.act between the fingertips and the object by
insuring that the finger forces lie in I.he friction cone. There are several
possible methods for calculating this term. Since ideally f N does not
affect the force applied to the center of mass of the object we should
be free to choose fN without. worrying about its effect. on the tracking
control problem. The simplest JN is a constant. fN· It must be large
enough so that finger forces never leave the friction cone over the entire
trajectory of the object. Generally this requires a knowledge of the
bounds on the external forces that can be exert.ed on the object. The
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l. Motor dynamics can be ignored - for small velocities t.he torque
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generated by a motor is roughly proportional to the input. pulse
width. Additionally, friction terms Wl're left out or the dynamic
model (i.e., N(O, iJ) = 0). This included a. relatively large deadband
between the applied mot.or current and the measured joint. t.orque
due t.o static friction. This deadband was approximately 10% oft.he
maximum motor current that could be generated by the amplifiers.

-3

-2

-I

0
•(cm)

0.0

2.0
time (ooc)

Figure 4: Force trnnsformat.ion algorit.hm
at.tenuat.ed by 40 dll. ( was chosen as 0.5 t.o provide fast transient. response (using a critical damping factor, ( = l. gave sluggish response).
The fixed gain comparison is really a measure of how closely t.he system model mat.dws the art.ual syst.em-we would expert. t.hat. the most.
complicated model would yield the best. cont.roller.

2. Jacobian a.nd mass matrices change slowly - since the t.rajert.ories
commanded were slow relative to the control rat.e, t.he .Jacobian
and mass ma.trices did not need to be recalculated in t.l1e control
loop. The update loop, which runs at a slower rate, was used instead. For Styx, the Jacobian requires a much more CPU intensive
calculation than the basic control law (which is similar for all controllers) so that the update rate is the limiting factor in t.he speed
of an algorithm.

4.1.1 Joint control
The joint control algorithm proved to be very sensit.ive t.o the radius of the object being grasped. Since t.he inverne kinetiiat.ic solution
requires knowledge of the object. ra(lius, errors in this rnclius cause t.he
desired joint. posit.ion t.o be wrong. If the modeled t;adius is t.oo small
we get a constant joint error and t.his joint. error results in additio11al
internal force and objl'ct. posit.ion errors (due t.o nonlinearit.y of the hand
kinematic map). Likewise, ift.he modekd object. radius is too large t.hrn
t.l1e int.erna.l force term ranses a constant. error in t.he joint posit.ions. In
fact., if the controller gains a.re large enough I.he PD cont.rol law can
override the const.ant. int.ernal grasping force and cause cont.art t.o be
broken. The constant displacement. seen in figure 3 is due t.o nnint.entionally set.t.ing the object. radius slightly too large (I.his same radius was
used by all of the algorit.hms).
Figure 3 also shows that. the orient.a.I.ion error for t.he joint. control algorithm is very sensitive. Because a. small change i11 orientatio11
produces a very smi'lll rha11ge in the joint. posit.ion (as rompa1·ed t.o 1111
error in ohject position) the joint. control algorithm is not. very effertiw
at. cont.rolli11g t.he orie11t.a.t.io11. lucreasing t.lie gain in the joints (whid1
requires an increase in controller ra.t.e) can help overcome this problem.

3. Fingers can be modt>led as point cont.acts - the ad.nal finger tips
used on Styx were small rubber circles. To avoid the addl'd computational complexity required to model the rolling contacts, I.he
fingertips were modeled as simpler point cont.acts. For Styx this
meant that t.he center of mass of the objed. shift.ed slight.ly as the
object moved through its trajectory. This shift. is typically less than
2.&mm.
Several different. trajectories were traversed with each control law.
A single circular trajectory is presented here to consl'rve space a.nd to
allow easy visual interpretation of the results. The trajectory shown
in figure 2 is a circle with a diameter of 5 cm and a period of 0.5 Hz.
This circle is too fast for most. of the controllers to track accurately
but. was chosen to emphasize sources of error in I.he controllers. The
object being manipulated is a cardboard box wit.11 rndins 15.18 cm and
mass 33 g. The box was allowed to slide on a wooden table; the frirt.ion
between the box and t.l1e table was ignored. Heavier boxes were difficult.
to manipulat.e due to limits on t.l1e maximum joint torques that could
be generated with the current. hardware.
Since we are comparing different control algorithms WI' must deride
on what criterion to judge an algorithm. Although the final test of an
algorit.11111 should be how well it satisfies a set of design crit.eria, ot.hn
comparisons can be useful to get a feel for the relative st.rengt.hs of an
algorithm. Three types of comparisons a.re presented here.

4.1.2 Force transformation
For St.yx, t.he mass oft.he fingers is much lwaviN t.han the "'""" of
the object and so we do not expect an algorithm which ignores the finger
dynamics to perform well. Figure 4 confirms our intuition. Commanding
torques which a1·e sufficient. f.o move only the object. produces large enors
due t.o the mass of I.he fingers.
4.1.3 Computed torque
The performance of t.he co111p11t.ecl torque algorithm is t.lw best of
any of the algoritlurn present.eel in t.his section (see figure 5 ). The position error is comparahle to that. of the joint. control algorit.hm hut. t.he
orient.at.ion error is much lower. Also the computed torque algorithm is
insensitive to errors in the object. size-the cont.roller is effectively controlling the posit.ion of the line connert.ing the fingertips and simult.mwously pushing in along that line. For very small objects, the Ol'ient.at.ion
becomes very sensitive to the fingert.ip posit.ions and t.l1e performmH'<'
degrades somewhat.

Fixed Gain comparisons

The fixed gain comparison uses a fixed f(p and Kv for each of I.he algorithms. /(p and Kv were chosen by select.ing the cutoff frequency, w,,,
a.nd the damping fact.or,(, for the closed loop system using any of the
computed torque based schemes (which give a. linear errOI' equal.ion).
Given these two values, we set Kp
w~l and K,,
2(wnl· For all of
the experiments presented in this sect.ion, Wn was chosen as 2.5 Hz, or
one tenth of the (Jacobian) update frequency. This value of w., was nsed
so that noise introduced into the system by the update loop would be

=

2.0
time(ooc)

pm(...!W..)

C compiler. Control rates of 120 Hz have been achieved for the more
complicated controllers by careful use of table lookups and coding. For
the results presented here, all controllers were run wit.h a control loop
frequency of 100 Hz and an update loop frequency which was varied
between 2& Hz and 100 Hz, depending on the algorithm and the type of
comparison performed.
All of the algorithms implemented on Styx made some basic simplifying assumptions:

4.1

0.0

Figure 3: Joint cont.rol algorithm
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Figure 8: Joint. control algorithm ( 100 Hz, w,, = 5 Hz)

Natural and stiffness control
The natural and stiffness controllers do not give a linear error equation and hence our design criterion for choosing /\-r and ll. does not
apply. In fact this is one of the prohlems wit.It t.heSI' algorithms- -I.here
is no simple met.hod for choosing the gains. The proof of st.ability gives
general condit.ions for convergence (Kr > O, K,, > 0) but. does not
provide a good indication of the performance t.o be <'xpected. If we
execute the algorit.hms with the gains used in this Sl'cl.ion we find that
the grasped object moves very slightly (much less than with the force
transformation controller shown in figure 4).

indicate that I.he natural cont.roller wa.~ in fact. more st.able but. st.ill quit.e
underda.mped.

4.1.4

4.2

4.3

Equivalent gain comparisons

1. Maximize controller speed -- t.l1e updat.e and cont.rot rat.es were dm·
sen as large as possible such that bot.11 loops could still finish their
calculations in the allott<'d t.ime.

In order to compensate for the low gains of the natural aud stiffness controllers one might consider using Jl.fhl(r and llhK,, as gains. This would
then give a control law very similar to computed t.orque and we might.
expect. equivalent performance. Unfortunatl'ly, the st.abilil.y analysiR for
the natural and stiffness cont.rollers requires that. the gain matrices be
constant. and Mh is a funct.ion of finger and object. position. Fmthermore, JI.th > 0 and /(p > 0 does not. imply Mh[(r > 0. An approxima.t.e
solution is available. Since Kr and Kv are diagonal (by choice) we can
examine the diagonal entries of Mh at. some nominal posit.ion aiul use
these entries t.o scale Kr and K.,. In the ca.•e of a cons I.ant diagonal
inertia mat.rix this would then give us a control law similar t.o computed
torque. We term this f.ype of comparison an eq11i1•alrn I gai11 comparison
since it. attempt.s to compensate for differences in the magnitudes of the
overall gain matrices.
4.2.1

2. Maximize cont.roller gain - the same method as previously out.liiwd
wa.~ used: w,, was chosen as one t.ent.h oft.he updat.e fr<'quency and
( wa.~ set. t.o 0.5.
Since the control law was linked with the frequmcy of the updflk loop
and the control loop was running much fast.er t.han t.he dynamics of the
sysl-<'m (effectively emulating a cont.inuous time cont.roller), only t.lw
update frequency was varit>d in t.l1e experiment.s presented here. Due
to the st.ructur<' of t.l1e control soft.ware, only inkger nmlt.iples of t.l1e
control pniod were used for the update period.
Joint control
The simplicity of the joint. control algorithm allows a cont.roller
with sufficient.ly high gain and bandwidth t.o overcome unmodeled dishtrbances (see figure 8). Due t.o ot.her sources of noise in the system t.lie
cutoff frequency for this algorit.htn was placed at. 5 Hz inst.t>ad of JO Hz.
N ot.e I.he slight. shift in I.he y posit.ion due to the aforem.. nt.ioned t'rror
in object. radius.
4.3.1

Natural control

The results of scaling the gain mat.rices for the natural cont.roller
are shown in figure 6. We see that the position error is greatly reduced
(before scaling the hand barely moved), but I.here app<'ar to he oscillations in the orientation (upper right. graph). In fact. the cont.roller was
very marginally st.able and any slight. dishtrbance would cause I.he hand
to oscillate. Part of the reason that t.he controller is so nearly unstable
may be the form of the inertia matrix fort.he hand. Fort.he experimmts
performed here, t.l1e diagonal ent.ries of this mat.rix were quite large but
the inertial coupling between the x position and the orientation was of
comparable magnitude.
4.2.2

Fixed hardware comparisons

The final comparison is t.he fi:r:ed ha1·dware comparison. llere we flllow
t.l1e gains and cont.ml rat.es t.o be maximized individually. This is the
most. realist.ic comparison since it. ranks t.he cont.rollers in overall effectiveness. It. is rea.~onable to imagine I.hat a simple cont.roller might. be
able to perform bet.I.er bt•cause it can run at. a much higher servo rat.e--t.lms compensating for uncert.ainties more quickly. For each con I.roller
the following steps where performed:

Force transformation
\Ve might. expect t.lie force t.ransformat.ion algorithm to ex1wrienc<'
similar improvements. Due t.o it.s moderate complexity. an updal.e rate
of -50 llz wa.~ I.he maximum achievable rate (up from 25 Hz). Fignr<' !)
shows that the overall performance was st.ill very poor. This is t.o be
exped<'d sinre t.h<' formulation completely ignored t.lit> finger dynamics,
which were much larger than the object dynamics.
4.3.2

Stiffness control

4.3.3

The stiffness control law appeared to be slightly more st.a.hie (see
figure 7). The oscillations in orient.at.ion are no longer present although
there was litt.le improvement in trajectory error. Results of other tests

Computed torque

Comput.ing the full set. of nonlinel'lr com1wnsat.ing t.erms allows the
computed torque algorithm to be run with an update rate of only 2!) Hz
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Figure 9: Force transformation without nonlinear terms (50 Hz)
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Figure 10: Computed t.orque without. nonlinear terms (33 Hz)
(shown in figure 5). This limits the frt>quency response of the conboller
as well as the DC gain (which is del.t>rmined by f(P
w?,). A considerable savings in comput.at.ional complexity can he gained by ignoring
the nonlinear terms. Cakulat.ions indicate that t.lll'se term~ are small
relative to the link/mot.or inertias. By ignoring these nonlinear terms
we can increase Wn t.o 3.3 Hz and we see that. the controller is able t.o
follow the desired t.rajectory much more closely (figure 10). Notice how
small the orientation error is compared to other algorithms.

=

4.3.4 Natural and stiffness control
The natural and stiffness controllers were of sulficient complexity
that. it was not possible to increase the update rate past 25 Hz, even by
ignoring the nonlinear terms. Therefore the equivalent. gain comparisons
shown in figures 6 and 7 where the best results obtained.

4.4

Conclusions

Based on the experiments performed on Styx, the most. dTect.ivt> control laws are the simple joint control law and t.l1e generalized comput.ed
torque control law. Although the joint cont.rol law ignores the int.eraction between the joints (caused by grasping the object.), it. can be run
at suffident.ly high rates (and hence gains) to overcome errors. It. has
the additional advantage that it is stahle even when cont.act is broken,
since the joint. controllers are individually stable. The computed torque
control law, being a coordinated cont.rol law, relies on the fa.ct. tha.t. contact. is not. broken. While int.ermitt.ent. breaks don't. usually present. a
problem, the controller does exhibit strange behavior when the object.
is removed from the fingers' grasp-the fingers move in to the cent.er of
the line connecting the fingertips, where the orientation gain becomes
very large. Undesirable oscillations result.
The disadvantage of the joint control law is that. the error dynamics
are not linear and therefore it is difficult to predict the results. If the
object being grasped has a large inert.ia relative to I.he finge1·s, t.he joint.
controller will experience problems like those of the force transformation controller, resulting in large errors. The performance of the generalized computed torque algorithm will be basically unchanged, since all
dynamics were considered in deriving the algorit.hm and the resulting
error system is linear. This makes the computed torque control law an
attractive alternative for position control of multi-fingered hands.
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